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DISC Talk: Virtual Session - Presentation
Melissa MacCollum
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 Icon Overview
My Desk Set Up
Session Background
DISC Presentation

– Pre-session Slides: Pre-work, Zoom Tools, Ground Rules, Agenda 
– Session Starts: Full 2 hour presentation w/ activities & considerations

Learning Survey – 8 questions sent after all Learning Sessions
My Lessons Learned

DISC Talk 
Agenda
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Icons

 Breakout Group Activity

Main Group Activity

Unmute Yourself

 Time Limit-

 Polling Activity

 Break
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My Set Up

Camera

Present 
Screen 2

Water

Session 
Notes

Presentation 
Notes
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Session/Client Background

 3.5 hours total (2 hour DISC presentation)
 35 Marketing Professionals for our PSSNA division
 Team formed in November 2019 when 2 different Marketing Groups joined
 Session Purpose:

– Get the team together for the first time
– Learn more about each other
– To have FUN!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Refer to part 1 to learn more about how I worked with the Director to achieve his session objectives.
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Effective Communication using DISC
Melissa MacCollum
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Agenda for 
Virtual Session

Time Activity
12:30pm – 1:00 pm Lunch
1:00pm – 1:50pm Introduction, EOS Results, 

Ice Breaker: Fun Fact Quiz
1:50pm – 2:00pm BREAK
2:00pm – 3:00pm DISC History & Model

Activity: Celebrity Match up Quiz
Reading the Report: Your Natural & Adapted Styles

3:00pm – 4:00pm Apply DISC Knowledge
Activity: DISC Marketing Challenge
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Please have your DISC report out
Completed Page 8
Answer the Questions:

My Natural DISC Style is….. (Page 6)
My Adapted DISC Style is…. (Page 15)
My preferred communication style is…. (Page 14)

While you eat…
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Zoom Tools
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Ground Rules

Aretha Franklin Rule
Las Vegas Rule
Airplane/Movie Theater Rule

Disney Rule

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RESPECT… most importantly. Throughout this session its important to respect each others differences. There are no right or wrong answers or styles in DISC. It is about learning to appreciate the different styles and learn how to adapt your style for more effective communication with your team mates and stakeholders.What happens during this session stays in the session. Going off of Respect. This is a safe space for you to openly talk and ask questions.Silence all distractions. I understand it can be challenging to stay engaged especially on the computer. But we have some really fun activities we will be doing throughout the session so please keep silence your distractions. We will also have a few scheduled breaks where you can take calls and answer emails if needed.Finally, HAVE FUN! The purpose of this session is to have a little bit of fun and ultimately learn something new about your coworkers.
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Write down your First Name

Write down your First Name 
with your Non-Dominant hand

How did the transition feel?

Did you succeed?   

1

2

2

Before We Dive in…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So in my session, I used this hand writing activity, but as they were doing it, I realized the arm crossing activity would be much better suited for a virtual environment. Trainer:Please write down your first name on any piece of paper. Now write down your first name with your non-dominant hand.So how did that feel? (Typical responses: Awkward, strange, uncomfortable).Did it require you to stretch? (Typical response: Yes).Looks like you did succeed. So with effort, if you’re willing to stretch, you’re able to do things differently!That’s great, because today you’ll be learning how to stretch to increase your Communication Successes! So we’re going to take a short break and return at 2pm.[CLICK]
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If needed…. Can you stretch?

1) Fold your arms….

2) Fold your arms the opposite 
way…

How did the transition feel?

Did you succeed?   
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“The way a team plays 
as a whole determines 
its success. 

You may have the 
greatest bunch of 
individual stars in the 
world, but if they don’t 
play together, the club 
won’t be worth a dime.”

~Babe Ruth

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So this is a fun story I like to include because it really shows how important it is to understand individual strengths and team dynamics. This is the 1992 Basketball Dream TeamThis was the first time, NBA pros were picked to represent their country in the Olympic games. With the full roster in place and well-known individual players including Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, Larry Bird, Charles Barkley and others, they were heading to Barcelona to represent America. This newly formed team would then scrimmage a game or two prior to leaving for the Olympics. Does anyone know what happened at this scrimmage?The seemingly impossible happened when the College all stars defeated the Dream Team 62-54. There are rumors that the coach benched Jordan more than he should have. And that he wanted to prove a point that even the best team could lose on any given day. But whether or not, these rumors  are true …. This example proves that Individual Talent is not enough to achieve team success. Even on a team of THE most talented basketball players.It wasn’t until the coach was able to learn everyone’s individual strengths and have them build a cohesive team to leverage those strengths when needed that they were nearly unbeatable.So again what DISC is going to help us all to do, is better understand our individual strengths and preferences so we can work better together. Its not asking anyone to change who they are or how they behave, rather understand yourselves a little better and learn that you are capable of stretching to perform better as a wholeCreates a High Performing Work Team by:Trust – self awareness, understanding others, builds trustConflict – understanding others, improving communication style, reduces conflictCommitment – improved communication and reduced conflict leads to better team understanding and commitmentAccountability – by understanding our teammates styles and how to best communicate with them, we can hold each other accountable for our actions and resultsAttention to Results – DISC helps us understand our teammates preference for results so we can better support and leverage our strengths as a team
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Using DISC to Strengthen our Core Principles
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Fun Fact Activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So after a brief introduction, we umped into the Fun Fact activity. This was the slide I showed during my session, but the next slide is just for your information about how I prepared for the activity and the logistics behind it.
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Fun Fact Ice 
Breaker Activity

Prep Work:
– Gather ONE fun fact from each employee
– Create a “Quiz” (Google Forms, Teams Forms etc)

Provide Instructions to “Breakout Group Leaders”
– Open the Google Form
– 10-15 minutes to select the colleague you believe submitted each “Fun Fact”

Bring everyone back to the main group
– Read through each “Fun Fact” having the correct person come on and introduce 

themselves

Repeat until all “Fun Facts” were introduced
Google Forms allows you to select the correct answer and provides a Score in 

their dashboard to easily select a winning team

30 - 45 
minutes
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BREAK
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Part 1: DISC Overview
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Origins of DISC

Carl Jung 
(1921)

• Introvert vs. Extrovert

William Moulton 
Marston 
(1928)

• Women Rights Activist
• “Emotions of Normal People”
• Observable Behaviors

Walter Clark
(1940)

• First “Assessment” for hiring
• Aggressive, Social, Stable, 

Avoidant
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DISC Model

Dominant          Fast + Task

Influence Fast + People

Steady Deliberate   + People

Conscientious             Deliberate   + Task

Behavior   =   Pace    +   Priority       
Fast

T
a
s
k

P
e
o
p
l
e

Deliberate 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Added the + sign for the equation of behavior. Send link to PDF of this poster.So lets look at the DISC model and the preferences of each of the 4 styles. Marston discovered that each style possessed a pace; fast or deliberate, as well as a priority of a focus; task or people. Together, your preferred pace and priority begin to influence your behaviors.Dr. Marston was one of the first in his field to step out of academia and consult with business world on how to use his research findings in a practical manner. In fact, he was the pioneer in authoring self-help books and really laid the ground work for the application of social sciences.The 4 styles are what we know today as Dominant, Influence, Steady and Conscientious. Something to note here is that there is no style that is better than the other. In fact, everyone has a little bit of each style within them already. Your style simply shows your preferences for certain behaviors.
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Pace is Assertive

Gestures: Strong Gestures: Animated

Pace is Receptive

Gestures: Controlled Gestures: Calm

Priority is PeoplePriority is Task

Conversations: Being Your Best

Conversations:  About Helping You

Conversations:  About Goals

Conversations: About Quality 

To Identify Styles, ask… Pace? And Priority?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 8Trainer:We’re now going to introduce the 2 Questions that help us determine someone’s DISC Style.  First identify their Pace, then assess their Priority. [CLICK] Pace:  Assertive, Direct (They tell you what is on their mind)        D & I        Behavior Examples:  D – Strong Gestures I –Animated GesturesPace:  Receptive, Indirect (Assess first, then mindful response)    S & C        Behavior Examples:  S – Controlled Gestures C –Calm Gestures�Priority: Task, Things (Accomplishments & Information )         D &C                  Behavior Examples:  D – Goals   C – Quality       Priority: People (make sure everyone is taken care of)       I & S         Examples:  I – About Being Your Best S – About Helping You  [CLICK] Let’s now apply this strategy to some people at a sporting event and see if we can identify their Styles based on these descriptorsFan A: What is her pace?  She’s up and down constantly throughout the game. She is assertive and is most likely a D or I.What is her priority? She yells at players telling them what they should do. She is quite goal oriented making her priority task driven. Since we have narrowed our options to the D or the I  that leads us to the D Style. Fan B:What is his pace?  He’s up and down constantly throughout the game. He is assertive so that means he is most likely a D or I.What is his priority? He yells at players telling them how great they are and they CAN Do It!. He is about inspiring the players to be all they can be, making his priority people oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the D or the I (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the I Style.Fan C:What is his pace?  He finds his seat easily and quietly reads the program until the game starts. .He is receptive so that means he is most likely a S or C.What is his priority? He offers someone his seat when he hears them complain that they can’t see. He is about helping others, making his priority people oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the S or the C (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the S Style.Fan D:What is her pace?  She finds her seat easily and quietly reads the program until the game starts. She is receptive so that means he is most likely a S or C.What is her priority? She takes puts radio ear plugs into her ears. She wants to hear all of the stats, and then takes out the binoculars. She is focused on quality and accuracy of the data, making her priority task oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the S or the C (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the C Style.[CLICK] 
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DISC Styles Poll #1
10 minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Main group, poll, 10 minutes
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Sporting Event Styles

“What are the stats?”

“Let’s WIN!!” “You CAN Do It!”

“Can you see?”

Observable Behaviors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s now apply this strategy to some people at a sports event and see how we can identify their Styles. Once you think you know the style write it in the chat.Fan A: What is her pace?  She’s up and down constantly throughout the game. She is assertive and is most likely a D or I.What is her priority? She yells at players telling them what they should do. She is quite goal oriented making her priority task driven. Since we have narrowed our options to the D or the I  that leads us to the D Style. Fan B:What is his pace?  He’s up and down constantly throughout the game. He is assertive so that means he is most likely a D or I.What is his priority? He yells at players telling them how great they are and they CAN Do It!. He is about inspiring the players to be all they can be, making his priority people oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the D or the I (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the I Style.Fan C:What is his pace?  He finds his seat easily and quietly reads the program until the game starts. .He is receptive so that means he is most likely a S or C.What is his priority? He offers someone his seat when he hears them complain that they can’t see. He is about helping others, making his priority people oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the S or the C (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the S Style.Fan D:What is her pace?  She finds her seat easily and quietly reads the program until the game starts. She is receptive so that means he is most likely a S or C.What is her priority? She takes puts radio ear plugs into her ears. She wants to hear all of the stats, and then takes out the binoculars. She is focused on quality and accuracy of the data, making her priority task oriented. Since we have narrowed our options to the S or the C (based on our answer to the pace question)  that leads us to the C Style.Great job… any questions so far?Slide 5(Trainer: Elevator Scenario.  See additional activity option below.)Before we charge ahead with our plan, let’s start with a question that appears to require in-depth research to answer… “What is DISC?”  Good news, one useful way to answer this question is by simply recalling what you observed when you watched others get on an elevator in a non-crisis scenario. Please keep in mind, we are not judging how these 4 individuals got on the elevator, but rather just collecting observations to increase our knowledge as to what the four typical DISC behaviors look like. [CLICK] For example, have you ever seen someone who gets on the elevator quickly and immediately upon entering, pushes the button “Close Door?” That type of behavior is typically described as someone who prefers to be Dominant, and has a priority of getting  their goal accomplished NOW. [CLICK] You may recall another individual who upon entering the elevator, thinks they saw someone down the hallway racing to get on the elevator.  So this individual may use their body to keep the doors open & enthusiastically proclaims to the co-worker or stranger, “We’ll wait for you!” Their preference is to Influence a situation so everyone can be successful. They often receive a very appreciative “Thank you,” from the  new boarder, which makes them smile all the more. [CLICK] At other times you may see someone who lets everyone else get on the elevator first and then steps through the doors in a very Steady, calm demeanor.  Once in the elevator, they often move thoughtfully towards one of the corners, hoping to achieve their own personal space, as well as providing it for others. [CLICK] And you have probably witnessed others who seem to be studying the elevator itself, being very thorough and  Conscientious in their decision to select this particular elevator.  Upon crossing the elevator threshold, you might very well see them reading the posted statement regarding the maximum weight that can be safely transported in this elevator. This individual may turn to ascertain if the sum total of all the occupants exceeds the weight criteria. If it does, then they step out of the elevator and take the stairs.Which of the four sets of behavior preferences sounds most like you when you are entering an elevator?  Keep in mind again, no judgment is to be made, you are just recalling your own self- observation. (Trainer: quick exercise)Please turn to someone seated near you and describe how you usually approach entering an elevator.  As you exchange examples, you may find your approaches are similar or you may find their way of getting on an elevator is quite different than yours. Either option is fine.  The important point is that by simply observing other’s behaviors we can gain valuable insight that can help us in becoming even better communicators.(Trainer: optional activity: “YOU WON the $250,000,000 Lottery Contest!”)  Ask them to discuss with another co-worker what would be their first actions after winning.  Have them stand while doing this fast-paced activity, and jot down people’s names & what their responses were.  Rotate them a number of times.  Bring them all back together & ask if there were any differences in responses.  And, that as more is revealed they will receive insight as to why such differences exist.[CLICK] 
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Part II: Natural & Adapted - Reading Your Report
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DISCcert Report
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Dominant—Problem Solving

What?

Report
Pg. 6

26

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 before we dive into your natural and adapted style, I want to show you how to interpret the graphs. So you can now open to page 6 which shows your natural graph.D’s preference is Problem Solving and the red lines on the graph shows how much of a preference you have towards it. In the middle here is what we call the energy line. Anything above the energy line is said to give you energy. Anything below may take a little more effort to stretch and apply.SAY: Tall Bar: So someone with a D above the energy line might Often be referred to as: result driven, bottom line, can be competitive. They prefer to handle situations with great speed. Challenges give them energy. However, If overused can be viewed as assertive or demanding.  Note how we say overused. This is not to say because you are a high D that you are demanding and assertive. Only if D characteristics or behaviors are overused all the time, that when it could start to hinder your interactions with other styles.Shorter Bar: Now still talking about a problem-solving orientation, but where the D falls below the energy line. Remember when I said everyone has a little bit of each style? Just because it is not over the energy line does not mean you don’t have it. There is just a different set of D characteristics that you may prescribe to. So a person with the D below the energy line is typically more prudent, contemplative, and reflecting when it comes to problem solving. They may not have the same sense of urgency. They want to gather information first. Process it, and then decide which way to proceed.Trump, Barbara Walters, Hillary Clinton
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Influence—People Connection

Who?

Report
Pg. 6

27

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SAY: So I’s preference is towards connecting with people. Their pace is still fast, but their priority is people.Tall Bar: If your I bar is tall, you probably prefer actively interacting with people and are energized by frequent connections with others. There people are known for expressing themselves openly they enjoy inspiring others. When overused, their enthusiasm may not always be appreciated and can be a bit overpowering to others. So I used to work with someone who was a High I. and he used to tell the story how on public transportation he was always the one looking to make eye contact with someone to strike up a conversation. You can imagine some of the dirty looks he received at 6am before other people had their morning coffee.Shorter Bar: People with I’s below the energy line are typically more reserved, understated, they like to be behind the scenes, and discreet. These types of people have the opportunity to develop their ability to collaborate or work with others.Oprah, Will Smith, Ellen DeGeneres
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Steady—Planning

How?

28

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SAY: So S’s preference is towards planning or organizing. Their pace is deliberate, but their priority is still on people.Tall Bar: Someone with a High S prefers more stable, consistent environments at a predictable pace. They like to have systems and methods for doing things. High S’s prefers to be a team player rather than a team leader. When you think about it, S is the most accommodating style. They are both intentional and also people focused. They can been seen as too status quo or risk adverse, if overused.Shorter Bar: Someone with their S below the energy line, Loves to be spontaneous and energetic, they may have a plan and then quickly changes to a new approach (change-oriented), they tend to go with the flow even if it’s against what they are used to. A development opportunity for this style is to plan ahead and be more patient. Mother Theresa, Gandhi
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Conscientious—Procedures

Why?

29

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SAY: Last but certainly not least, the C’s preference is procedures. Their pace is still deliberate, but their focus is back on the task.Tall Bar: Someone with a C above the energy line will Make sure procedures are followed and information is accurate. Quality, high standards, and data are all extremely important to high ‘C’s. They expect to have time to assess and analyze situations or issues. High C’s tend to drive for exact figures and may get them stuck in the details, if overused. They can develop skill towards really weighing what needs that level of detail and what might not.Shorter Bar: Someone with a low C, is much more conceptual, with a big picture viewpoint. They are often heard saying “we can do it” even if they don’t know how to do something. They will figure it out one way or another, and don’t get stuck in the details. Willing to change the rules if the rules don’t seem to fit. Accurate paperwork is usually not their priority. They could develop skills to be more focused on the details in order to get things done accurately. Bill Gates, Spock, Diane Sawyer
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From Graph to “Dot”

Pace     
+       

Priority
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From Graph to “Dot”

DISCcert Team

Pace     
+  Priority

0 to 100

CS
(MS)

ID
(BB)         

Isc
(RO)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intensity of style.Closer to the energy line and center, easier to stretchDo right or wrong, but everyone has a little bit of everything.Everyone can learn to stretch and adapt.
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Celebrity Match Up Poll #2
10 minutes
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Celebrity Match Up Poll

D

I

S

C

D

S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok, so in a moment you are going to see a series of images appear on the screen along with a Poll. You are able to move the poll box so you can see the images on the screen.We are going to do 2 rounds with 6 celebrities each and I want you to tell me what their primary style is based on their pace and priority. For the sake of this activity we are going to assume everyone has just one primary style. However as we will learn throughout the session, that is rarely the case as everyone has DISC in them, some behaviors will display themselves over others. So try to think about the one true style this person exemplifies most of the time.
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Team Dynamics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where you can include the circle graph or the 4 block grid showing the team’s break down. Give a few minutes for them to look at it from the 10000 foot view. They are not supposed to be able to see every dot, rather it shows the diversity of the team.
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Team Charts

CS
(MS)

ID
(BB)         

Isc
(RO)
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Valid Graphs

ONE Primary Style Two or More Primary Styles Capital = >65 
(stronger preference)

Lowercase = <65 
(lesser preference)

Style: I Style: SC Style: IDStyle: CIS Style: Cs
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Natural vs. Adapted

What’s the difference?
– Natural Style: This is the self-perception of the “real 

you” and the instinctive behaviors. These are the 
behaviors the person is most likely to exhibit. The 
Natural style tends to be fairly consistent even in 
different environments.

– Adapted Style: This is the self-perception of the way 
people believe they need to behave in their current 
environment to be successful. This behavior may 
change in different environments.

 Stretching is necessary. Just not too much and not all the 
time

Pg 15
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Similar or Different? – Better?

Similar Different

If different, ask:

Pg 15

• Stretching was not needed 
the day of the assessment

• Stretching was needed the 
day of or in general

• What might have caused you to stretch 
on that day?

• Does this stretch occur occasionally or 
does it represent a longer period of 
time?

• Stretching over longer periods of time 
requires more effort
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The Good Wife Intolerable Cruelty

Big Bang TheoryThe Great Outdoors

Influence

ConscientiousSteady

Dominant

Identify the Styles

John Candy Jim Parsons

Julianna Margulies George Clooney

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Un mute yourselvesSlide 19Trainer:Now I am going to play 4 videos and ask you to write in the chat which style you think the main character is. OK?STEADY – The Verdict (Actor – John Candy)*Emotional – e.g. “I want my kids to have the same”*Comparison – Relating to him, “Yeah…. I’m curious”*Appeals to the heart – beautiful country*Calm – responds calmly to his friend, “I just see trees” not wanting to argue or debate[CLICK]  CONCIENTIOUS – Big Bang (Actor – Jim Parsons)*Task oriented and detailed – Who touched my onion ring?*Reserved – formal,*Detailed – he was keep track of her “strikes”*Factual – Uses sports metaphor, more specifically, baseball.[CLICK] INFLUENCE - Intolerable Cruelty (Actor – George Clooney)*First one to speak - e.g. “What are you after Freddy…”*Animated, expressive, spontaneous - Spits out his water over everyone, when he thought opposing lawyer was being ridiculous in their required demands.*Opposing attorney is “C” Style. He is factual, stoic but intense, leaves when George gets combative. *Woman – “S” Style as she is calm, observes, takes everything in stride.*George Clooney’s lawyer is an “S” Style. e.g. “Who is Kirshner?” George tells him to not worry about. And he complies. *Light hearted. e.g. “More pastries for us!”	[CLICK] DOMINANT - The Good Wife (Actress – Julianna Margulies) Assertive – Calculated interruptions to the judge.*Facts – strong answers e.g. “You’re piercing the 5th amendment!*Firm/direct – “Hold me in contempt of court – and I will report to the judicial committee.”*Results oriented – Stayed on track with objective. Did not want the young lady to have to answer.[CLICK] 

https://vimeo.com/221684336/1bc8c8c80f
https://vimeo.com/221684324/68e8402e44
https://vimeo.com/433861352
https://vimeo.com/225869823/3de6605ade
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BREAK
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Part III: Applying your DISC Knowledge
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If you visit a Foreign Country… would you

...try to speak a little of their language?
If Answer is “Yes” – May I ask You Why?

“Communication World” has 4 Languages.
Dominant, Influence, Steady, Conscientious.
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Non-Verbal Cues

• Posture        - Leans forward
• Eye Contact - If they are listening to you
• Office           - Large desks, Awards

• Posture        - Much hand/body movement
• Eye Contact - Looks to engage you
• Office           - Décor is lively & Sticky notes

• Posture        - Relaxed
• Eye Contact - Direct without intensity
• Office           - Family photos, informal

• Posture        - Formal
• Eye Contact - Sparse
• Office           - Charts, graphs, credentials 

Pg 18
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Communication Tips

Dominant
• Offer solutions
• Anticipate questions

Pg 14

Influence
• Acknowledge ideas
• Have joint meetings

Steady
• Provide a plan
• Offer assurances

Conscientious
• Provide rationale
• Include documentation

Pg 14 & 21-22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 16  (Page 14 of the Report)Each style has their own unique preferences when it comes to how they would like you communicate with them. There are more tips for you on page 14 and communication tips for other styles on page 21-22. I’m not going to read through this, rather ask if anyone has any communication preferences they would like to share with the team. If you could tell us your style and your communication preference.Dominant: Offer solutions; anticipate questions.Influence:  Acknowledge ideas; have joint meetings.Steady:  Provide a plan; offer assurances.Conscientious:  Provide rationale; include documentation. (Trainer: It is quite powerful, if you have at least 1 person from each style share 2 strengths, so folks can hear the differences amongst the styles.  If you have someone in the room who is a D…ask them to share one of their strengths…Don’t be surprised if D hasn’t done page 8…Ask them to turn to page 14…and just read their top item.  By having someone in the group provide their answer…Assessment gains creditability…because peers are providing the answers…not just you.)  [CLICK] 
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Email: Communication Tips

D States Purpose - Brief - Notification

I Happy Tone -, Colors - Party

S Friendly - Methodical - Productive

C Formal - Detailed - Serious

Tips

Get to the point ASAP

Include acknowledgements

Well-organized message

Include data, stay on task

Greeting – Format – Word Choice
Pg 26-27

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 27 (Pages 26-27 of the Report)I’ll also point out there are more email tips on page 26-27 of your report.Trainer: In addition to the pace and priority, here’s some additional simple tips to consider: (Read from the PowerPoint.)Trainer Tips: Put in groups of any size.  Trainer: Each group select your discussion leader. (Fun option. Have everybody point to one person seated at your table.  The person with the most fingers pointed at them becomes the discussion leader.  Generates fun energy right away.) Instructions are to use the Email Communication Tips that are at the top of your Page 26 & 27.  On the left side you’ll find description of how each Style writes their emails.  On the right side, are the Tips for you to use in your email response, so your reader will be as receptive as possible. Discussion Leaders select people to read each email.  During each reading the rest of the group are to look for clues that tell them what the Style is. Then share your Style Selections tying it to the descriptions at the top of each page.  Then as a group, you generate a response that follows the Tips above.Please list on your flipchart paper numbers 1 – 4.  Record the Natural Style(s) next to the numbers and write the email responses.I will be walking around and doing my “professional ease-dropping.”  I’ll provide clarification if you want it.  (Groups do the Activity)Now, everyone rotate to the right and stand by your neighbor’s written flipchart.   Discussion Leader guide your group in determining what this group did well. Put stars on their flipchart to identify.  If you disagree, then as a group rewrite their email response so it does line-up with the identified style.Do this at the bottom or get a new flipchart sheet.When done, go back to your original flipchart sheet.[CLICK] 
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Pace? Priority? Where is extra stretching needed?

Pace is Assertive

Pace is Receptive

Priority is PeoplePriority is Task
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D to S’s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time permitting.So again, this is not asking you to change who you are, rather having you consider what other behaviors or actions you could take to help improve the interactions within your teams.
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I to C’s
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S to D’s
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C to I’s
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Tiger Teams Page
Pg 17

Provide to managers following 
the session.

Encourage them to mix up their 
teams depending on the 
requirements of the project.

Managers should share this 
form with their teams for their 
input as well.

This form can be used to 
create cross functional teams. 
Great for stretch assignments 
and development opportunities 
for employees.

Also can help managers 
realize where they may be 
lacking or over prioritizing.
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Response: “Why do that?
Where is the analysis?”

Conscientious

Response: “Sounds good. 
But where is the plan?”

Steady

“Response: Yes, but let me tell you all about ...”      
Influence

Response: “Your point is?”
Dominant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trainer: First approach the person as if they are a S; calm, well-organized, methodical good listener. Remember, this is one of the more common styles.Then observe how the other person responds & use that information to help you make a more informed decision about what their style is – this will help guide you to interacting with the most success.[CLICK] For example, if you begin the conversation & the other person, interrupts you & asks you “Your point is?”– they are more likely to be a D, or the Dominant Style.[CLICK] However, if the person interrupts you & starts going on how they went to that concert too and where they sat and ...– then they are the I, or Influence Style.[CLICK] If the person is easily following your line of conversation but wants to know the step by step plan, then their style would be the S, or Steady Style.[CLICK] And, then again, the other person may listen to your complete message and then at the end ask you questions as to why did you do what you did or where is the analysis?  Then you would be accurate in concluding that the individual is the C Style, or Conscientious Style.A simple process for accessing another’s style when you have no prior knowledge of their communication preferences can help you quickly determine the most effective and successful strategy for connecting and communicating with them. [CLICK]
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Activity: Marketing Challenge
30 - 45 

minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unmute, breakout group activity for 30-45 minutes
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Sell Ben & Jerry’s to a DISC Style

 Task: As a team, come up with the best marketing campaign to sell a pint of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream to your 
assigned Style. Your team leader has the instructions and Style you will be selling to.
 Elect 1 spokesperson to present and the team will vote on whose was the best

Pg 
17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitate as if we were doing this for the marketing Debrief: to the teamHow was it working with different styles?How did you leverage each other’s strengths?Did anyone need to adapt? Were there any conflicts? How did they resolve?Debrief: to the groupWhat style do you believe this was catered for?What is missing in their campaign?Do we think they did a good job covering all of the styles?What would this have been like if we grouped all of the D,I,S,C together rather than mixed?
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Action Plan for the Styles
15 minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unmute, main session activity for 15 minutes.
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Select a Direct Report or Co-worker

Action Plan for All Styles

Pg 29

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 54 (Page 29 of the Report)Trainer: Please turn to page 29, “Action Plan for All Four Styles.”It’s time to now apply what you have learned. -Please identify a co-worker (or internal customer) that you interact with frequently. You might want to refer    back to page 19, “Name that Style,” where you put initials of colleagues and then select one for this Activity.-Next, please determine their DISC Style by first considering if their pace is quick (D or I) or deliberate (S or C). -Then reflect on your conversations with them... is their priority on people (I or S) or tasks D or C)? (Pause) -Do you have a good sense of what you think their Natural DISC Style is?  If not, no problem..Trainer Tip: Typically, at least 50% of the attendees do not have a colleague selected.  So, I recommend you always do the following slide. [CLICK]
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Action Plan for all the Styles

✔
✔✔
✔✔

Add checkmarks by 
“Characteristics” that 
match your co-worker’s 
primary style

Pg 29
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Action Plan for all the Styles

✔
✔✔
✔✔

✗
✗

Add an “X”  by Tips 
you are currently 
using to interact with 
this co-worker

Pg 29
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Action Plan for all the Styles

✔
✔✔
✔✔

✗
✗







Add a circle by 
remaining Tips

Pg 29
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Action Plan for all the Styles

✔
✔✔
✔✔

✗
✗










Add a Star 
by one of the 
Tips to get started 

Pg 29
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 64Trainer: If you would like to receive a 1 brief weekly DISC Tip please email me and you will be added to the distribution.  This series applies to DISC Styles and what their office is more apt to look like.Week #1, applies to entering the office of a D and tips on how to communicate with them.Week #2, applies to I and then Week #3 applies to S, and, yes... Week #4 applies to the C. There are 11 Series in all.  Again, if you would like this friendly reminder just email me.Trainer Tip: Send your attendee’s emails to DISCcert and we will automatically add them to the DISC Tips Weekly distribution.  There is no marketing of any sort in their DISC Tip.  (You as a DISC Certified Trainer receive the same content with additional Resource References at the bottom.)
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Key Insights from Today

1. Pick a key insight, takeaway, or 
learning

2. Determine how to put that insight 
into action

3. Share your insight and action 
commitment with one other person

I to C .. Patch Adams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 35Trainer: What was your Key insight Today?  1. What is the most helpful idea or insight or strategy you discovered today?  2. Determine how you can easily put this insight into action.3. Please stand & go share it with another person on the other side of the room. (Group shares in pairs.)(Option:  If it is a group of 12 or less, it works well to have each person share with the whole group.)While you’re still standing with your partner, I want to show you a quick movie clip to inspire you to see how stretching can work. Show movie clip C to I .. Patch Adams A bit exaggerated, but a fun look at someone who clearly knows how to stretch to a different Style.In fact, you’ve been already stretching today.  You took the time to learn about how to use DISC Style Languages to bring you more communication success.Congratulations, You’re Off To A Great Start!  [CLICK]

https://vimeo.com/221683011/86c55214c1
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Thank you!
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Learning Survey

 I was engaged the entire time 
This was time well spent for the value it provided (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)
What I learned today; I can apply tomorrow (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)
My manager supports my learning in this area (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)
What I learned today will be useful as I advance my career (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree)
Would you recommend this learning workshop to others (Yes, No)


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Plus a free form box for additional comments
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Lessons Learned
Ke

ep • Break-Out Rooms
• Ice Breaker (Shorten)
• DISC Activities
• Sending out pre-work, 

instructions etc. 
(Essential!)

Ad
d • DISC Videos

• How to Use Zoom Prior 
to the Session

• RECORD THE SESSION 
 Le

ar
ne

d • No Polls in Breakout
• No Presenting in 

Breakouts
• Whiteboards must be 

“Saved”
• No matter how many 

warnings you give 
about Rooms closing 
its never enough

• Need Co-Host (Spend 
more time learning 
Zoom)
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Thank you!
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